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ALBERTINE, 2010, ACRYLIC AND COLLAGE ON CANVAS, 72 X 108 IN, COURTESY MARA DE LUCA AND LUIS 
DE JESUS LOS ANGELES

In this series of paintings by Mara De Luca, a combination of nebulous skies and vistas merge with luminous and 
lunar light plays.  In every painting the earth’s atmosphere is used like a stage back drop to create a specific 
ambiance.  Washes of color make suggestions; a pre-dawn sky, a horizon filled with clouds or stars, aerial lights, 
and fog blanketing everything like a filter of fuzzy grayness.  There is great and subtle beauty in these large 
paintings.  Yet there is something about them that takes them far beyond just being lovely to look at.  There is a 
disorientation in the locales, time is only vaguely referred to, no clear landmarks are visible, and the resulting feeling 
is a bit like being cast adrift in the sea. It’s disquieting in these ultra calm landscapes. Hints of man’s existence is 
found in words that are not easily defined, perhaps left floating in the sky by an airplane’s sky-writing message.  
Patterned lights invite ideas of landing lights or homes at rest in the valley, lit up at night.



NEW MOON, 2011, ACRYLIC AND COLLAGE ON CANVAS, 62 X 96 IN, COURTESY MARA DE LUCA AND LUIS DE 
JESUS LOS ANGELES

References to Ed Ruscha’s spray painted back drops are in abundance with references to nights alight by fire, 
search lights or grids of homes.  While De Luca uses words sparingly, she concocts the same kind of feelings as 
Ruscha, where a hovering in the atmosphere of something vague and indistinct speaks to the places we live in.  

DUSK VEIL, 2011, ACRYLIC AND COLLAGE ON CANVAS, 18 X 24 IN, COURTESY MARA DE LUCA AND LUIS DE 
JESUS LOS ANGELES



Influenced, again like Ruscha, by advertising, De Luca goes for modern references purposefully invoking digital 
fade backgrounds and graphics.




